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Abstract
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1 An invariant of smooth 4{manifolds

We de�ne an invariant of a smooth 4{manifold M , denoted γ(M), by measur-
ing the complexity of the smooth R4 ’s which embed in it. In our applications,
we will have a smooth 4{manifold M and an exhaustion of M by smooth
submanifolds: ie a collection of smooth submanifolds W0 � � � � � Wi−1 �
�
Wi � Wi � � � � � M with M = [Wi . Here

�
Wi denotes the interior of

Wi . We will need to estimate γ(M) from the γ(Wi), speci�cally we want
γ(M) � maxi

�
γ(Wi)

}
. The de�nition has several steps.

First, given a smoothing of R4 , E , de�ne bE , a non-negative integer or 1, as
follows. Let Sp(E) denote the collection of smooth, compact, Spin manifolds
N without boundary with hyperbolic intersection form such that E embeds
smoothly in N . De�ne bE =1 if Sp(E) = ;. Otherwise de�ne bE so that

2bE = min
N2Sp(E)

f�2(N)g

where �2 denotes the second Betti number.

While bE measures the complexity of a smooth R4 , our ignorance of the prop-
erties of smoothings of R4 prevents us from using this invariant directly. For
example, we can not rule out the possibility that there is a smoothing of R4 ,
E! with the property that all its compact subsets embed in S4 but bE! > 0.
If we were to de�ne γ(M) as below using bE directly, our inequality in the �rst
paragraph would be violated. Hence we proceed as follows. For any smooth
4{manifold M , let E(M) denote the set of topological embeddings, e: D4 !M
satisfying two additional conditions. First we require e(@D4) to be bicollared
and second we require the existence of a point p 2 @D4 so that e restricted to a
neighborhood of p is smooth. These two conditions are introduced to make the
proofs which follow work more smoothly. The smooth structure on M induces
via e a smooth structure on the interior of D4 , denoted R4

e . De�ne be = bR4
e
.

De�ne
γ(E) = max

e2E(E)
f be g

If M is Spin, de�ne γ(M) to be the maximum of γ(E) where E � M is
an open subset homeomorphic to R4 . Note γ(M) also is the maximum of be
for e 2 E(M). If M is orientable but not Spin and has no compact dual to
w2 , set γ(M) = −1. If there are compact duals to w2 , then de�ne γ(M)
to be the maximum of γ(M − F ) − dimF2 H1(F 2; F2) where F runs over all
smooth, compact surfaces in M which are dual to w2 . If M is not orientable,
let γ(M) = γ(fM) where fM denotes the orientable double cover of M . The
non-oriented case will not be mentioned further.
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Clearly γ(M) is a di�eomorphism invariant. If M2 is Spin and if M1 � M2 ,
or even if every compact smooth submanifold of M1 smoothly embeds in M2 ,
then clearly γ(M1) � γ(M2). If M2 is not Spin then such a result is false.
Example 5.10 says γ(CP 2) = 0 and there are smoothings of Euclidean space,
E with E � CP 2 and γ(E) arbitrarily large.

Note M has no compact duals to w2 , if and only if γ(M) = −1. If M
has a compact dual to w2 , say F , then embedding a standard smooth disk in
M − F shows that γ(M) � − dimF2 H1(F ; F2). In particular, if M is Spin,
then γ(M) � 0. The proof of the inequality γ(M) � maxi

�
γ(Wi)

}
will be left

to the reader. If M is Spin this inequality is an equality.

The precise set of values assumed by γ is not known. One extreme, −1, is
assumed, but no example with −1 < γ(M) < 0 is known. Turning to the
non-negative part, 1 is assumed and it follows from Furuta’s work that any
non-negative integer is assumed. Adding Taubes’s work to Furuta’s, there are
uncountably many distinct smoothings of R4 with γ(E) = n for each integer
0 � n <1. (The case n = 0 uses work of DeMichelis and Freedman [3].) The
referee has noticed that 1 is assumed uncountably often.

We now turn to some applications of the invariant. In Section 4 we will estimate
γ(M) under a condition that is implied by the existence of a handlebody struc-
ture with no 3{handles. It is a theorem that Stein 4{manifolds have such a
handlebody decomposition. Some version of this theorem goes back to Lefchetz
with further work by Serre and Andreotti{Frankel. There is an excellent expo-
sition of the Andreotti{Frankel theorem in Milnor [17, Section 7 pages 39{40].
It follows from Theorem 4.3 that if M is a Stein 4{manifold, γ(M) � �2(M).
In particular, γ(M) = 0 if M is a Stein manifold homeomorphic to R4 , Ex-
ample 4.4. Since there are uncountably many smoothings of R4 with γ > 0,
Corollary 5.5, there are uncountably many smoothings of R4 which support
no Stein structure. In contrast, Gompf [11] has constructed uncountably many
smoothings of R4 which do support Stein structures. They all embed smoothly
in the standard R4 and hence have γ = 0 as required. These remarks represent
some progress on Problem 4.78 [15].

The invariant can be used to show some manifolds can not be a non-trivial
cover of any manifold. For example, if E is a smoothing of R4 and is a non-
trivial cover of some other smooth manifold then, for r � 2, γ(\r E) = γ(E),
where \r E denotes the end-connected sum, De�nition 2.1, of r copies of E .
By Example 5.6, for each integer i > 0 there are smoothings Ei of R4 with
γ(\r Ei) > 2rγ(Ei)=3, so these manifolds are not covers of any smooth 4{
manifold. Gompf [15, Problem 4.79A] asks for smoothings of R4 which cover
compact smooth manifolds. These Ei are ruled out, perhaps the �rst such
examples known not to cover.
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Another use of the invariant is to construct countably many distinct smooth-
ings on various non-compact 4{manifolds. The genesis of the idea goes back
to Gompf [10] and has recently been employed again by Bi�zaca and Etnyre
[1]. In the present incarnation of the idea, one constructs a smoothing, M ,
with γ(M) = 1 and an exhaustion of M by manifolds M(�), 0 � � < 1,
homeomorphic to M . One then proves γ(M(�1)) � γ(M(�2)) < 1 for all
0 � �1 < �2 < 1 and lim�!1 γ(M(�)) = γ(M). It follows that γ(M(�))
takes on in�nitely many values. Some hypotheses are necessary: see Theorem
6.4 for details. In particular, Example 3.6, there exists a Stein 4{manifold
M with H1(M ;Z) = Q and H2(M ;Z) = 0 and this manifold has at least
countably many smoothings. This may be the �rst example of a non-compact,
connected manifold with many smoothings and no topological collar structure
on any end. For a non-compact, orientable 4{manifold M with no 3 or 4{
handles and with �nitely generated but in�nite H2(M ;Z), Gompf has a second
construction of countably many distinct smoothings [12, after Theorem 3.1].
The precise relationship between Gompf’s smoothings and ours is not clear.

The author would like the thank R Kirby, D Kodokostas and the referee for
remarks which have substantially improved the exposition and scope of the
results presented here. The author was partially supported by the N.S.F.

2 Some properties of the invariant

The main result in this section is that γ(M) = γ(M −K) for K a 1{complex,
Proposition 2.5 below. Along the way, we show that e(D4) can be engulfed in a
manifold with only zero, one and two handles for any e 2 E(M). These results
follow from some nice properties of embeddings in E(M).

Our �rst result introduces terminology used later. If E is a smoothing of R4 and
if K � E is compact, then there exist e 2 E(E) with K � e(

�
D4). This follows

from Freedman’s work [7] which says that given any smoothing of R4 , say E ,
there is a homeomorphism h: R4 ! E which is smooth almost everywhere.
In particular, h of any standard ball in R4 is an element of E(E). We say
that some property of smoothings of R4 holds for all su�ciently large balls in
E provided there is some compact set K such that for every e 2 E(E) with

K � e(
�
D4), R4

e is a smoothing of R4 with this same property.

To describe our next result, we recall a standard de�nition.

De�nition 2.1 Given two non-compact smooth 4{manifolds M1 and M2 ,
de�ne the end-connected sum of M1 and M2 as follows [10]. First take smooth
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embeddings of [0;1) into each Mi . Thicken each ray up to a tubular neigh-
borhood. These tubular neighborhoods are di�eomorphic to (R4

+;R3), where
R4

+ denotes the standard half space,
�

(x1; x2; x3; x4) 2 R4 j x4 � 0
}

. The
end-connected sum, denoted M1\M2 , is obtained by removing the interiors of
these tubular neighborhoods and gluing the two R3 ’s together by an orientation
reversing di�eomorphism. It is well de�ned up to di�eomorphism once rays are
chosen in M1 and M2 , but we suppress this dependence in our notation. A
ray determines an end in Mi and and it follows from a result of Wall [19] that
properly homotopic rays are isotopic. Hence the end-connected sum depends
only on the proper homotopy class of the chosen rays.

Elements in E(M) behave well with respect to end-connected sum. We will use
the bicollaring of the boundary of elements in E(M) several times, but here is
the only place that the smooth point on the boundary is really useful. One could
have de�ned the invariant without requiring the smooth point on the boundary
and then use Freedman as above to modify the proof below. Of course it also
follows from Freedman’s work that this other invariant is the same as the one
de�ned.

Proposition 2.2 Let M be connected and let ei 2 E(M), i = 1, : : : , T for
some �nite integer T > 1. If ei(D4) \ ej(D4) = ; for i 6= j then there is an

element e 2 E(M) such that
�
D4
e is the end-connected sum of all the

�
D4
ei

. If
there is a surface F �M such that ei(D4) \ F = ;, i = 1, : : : , T , then e can
be chosen so that e(D4) \ F = ;.

Proof One uses the smooth points in @D4 to connect the various ei(D4) by
thickening up arcs. See Gompf [10] or [14, page 96] for more details.

Next we show that elements in E(M) can be engulfed in handlebodies with no
3 or 4{handles.

Proposition 2.3 Let M be a smooth 4{manifold and let e 2 E(M). Then
there exists a smooth compact submanifold, V �M such that e(D4) � V and
V has a handlebody decomposition with no 3 or 4{handles.

Proof Let W �M be a smooth, codimension 0 submanifold with e(D4) in its
interior. We may assume W is connected and hence has a handlebody decom-
position with only one 0{handle and no 4{handles. Consider the handlebody
decomposition beginning with @W . Since �1

(
W − e(D4)

�
= �1(W ), there are

smoothly embedded compact 1{manifolds in W − e(D4) which are homotopic
to the cores of the 1{handles. Wall [19] shows how to do an isotopy to bring the
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cores of the 1{handles into W −e(D4). Let W2 denote the 0, 1 and 2{handles
building from the other direction. Then after the isotopy, e(D4) is contained
in the interior of W2 .

General position arguments now yield

Proposition 2.4 Let K � M4 be a PL proper embedding of a locally-�nite
complex of dimension � 1. Then γ(M) = γ(M −K).

Proof If F �M is a 2{manifold, then we can do an isotopy to get K and F
separated. Moreover, F �M −K is dual to w2 if and only if F is dual in M
to w2 . Hence we need only consider F �M −K dual to w2 in M .

Now γ(M) = −1 if and only if γ(M −K) = −1. Hereafter, assume neither
is. Fix e 2 E(M − F ). Use Proposition 2.3 to get a compact codimension 0

submanifold, V , with e(D4) �
�
V and V � M − F such that V has no 3 or

4{handles. Now do an isotopy to move V o� of K . This shows that there is
an e0 2 E(M −K − F ) with be = be0 .

3 Few essential 3{handles

We say that a smooth manifold M has few essential k{handles provided M
has an exhaustion, W0 �W1 � � � � where each Wi is a compact, codimension
0, smooth submanifold such that Hk(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0 for each i � 0.

Remarks 3.1 By excision, Hk(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = Hk(Wi+1 −Wi ; @Wi;Z) so
if each pair (Wi+1 −Wi ; @Wi) has a handlebody decomposition with no k{
handles then M has few essential k{handles. We say few essential k{handles,
because Hk(W0;Z) may be non-zero.

In the next section, we will use a \few essential 3{handles" hypothesis to esti-
mate the invariant γ . The key remark needed is the next result.

Proposition 3.2 Suppose M4 is smooth, orientable, connected, non-compact
and has few essential 3{handles. Then �2(Wi) � �2(M) for all i � 0.

Proof By the Universal Coe�cients Theorem, H3(Wi;Wi−1;Q) = 0. (Note
by Poincar�e duality H3(Wi;Wi−1;Q) = 0 implies H3(Wi;Wi−1;Z) = 0 as
well, so we get no better result by only requiring H3(Wi;Wi−1;Q) = 0 in our
de�nition of few essential 3{handles.) It follows from induction and the long
exact sequence of the triple (Wi+j ;Wi+j−1;Wi) that H3(Wi+j ;Wi;Q) = 0 for
all i � 0 and j > 0. Letting j go to 1, we see H3(M;Wi;Q) = 0. Hence
H2(Wi;Q)! H2(M ;Q) is injective for all i � 0.
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The rest of this section is devoted to examples. The �rst two use Remarks 3.1.

Example 3.3 For any connected, non-compact 3{manifold M3 , M3�R has
few essential 3{handles. Indeed, �nd a handlebody decomposition of M with
no 3{handles and this gives an evident handlebody decomposition of M � R
with no 3{handles.

Example 3.4 If M4 is a smooth manifold with a Stein structure, then M has
few essential 3{handles. As remarked in Section 1, a theorem of Andreotti and
Frankel [17, Section 7 pages 39{40] shows that there is a proper Morse function,
f : M ! [0;1) with no critical points of index 3 or 4.

Gompf [11] proves a partial converse: if there is a proper Morse function
f : M ! [0;1) with no critical points of index 3 or 4 then there is a topological
embedding of M inside itself so that the induced smoothing on M supports a
Stein structure. Gompf’s result leads to a full characterization of the homotopy
type of Stein manifolds.

Theorem 3.5 Any Stein 4{manifold has the homotopy type of a count-
able, locally-�nite CW complex of dimension � 2. Conversely, any countable,
locally-�nite CW complex of dimension � 2 is the homotopy type of a Stein
4{manifold.

Proof Any manifold has the homotopy type of the complex built from a Morse
function, so the Andreotti and Frankel result shows Stein manifolds have the
homotopy type of countable, locally-�nite CW complexes of dimension � 2.

Conversely, given any countable, locally-�nite CW complex of dimension � 2,
there is a smooth orientable 4{manifold with a Morse function with critical
points of index � 2 of the same homotopy type. By Gompf, some smoothing
of this manifold supports a Stein structure.

We can now use standard homotopy-theoretic constructions to produce exam-
ples of manifolds with few essential 3{handles.

Example 3.6 Let G be any countable group. Then G has a countable pre-
sentation: there are generators xg , one for each element g 2 G and relations
rg;h = xgxh(xgh)−1 , one for each element (g; h) 2 G � G. Put the relations
in bijection with the positive integers. Choose new generators Xg;i , one for
each g 2 G and each integer i > 0. De�ne new relations, Xg;iX

−1
g;i+1 and

Ri = Xg;iXh;i(Xgh;i)−1 where the i{th relation in the �rst presentation is
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rg;h . Use this second presentation to construct a connected, countable, locally-
�nite CW complex of dimension 2 with �1

�= G. From Theorem 3.5, there is a
Stein manifold with �1

�= G. One can select a set of relations which precisely
generate the image of the relations in the free abelian quotient of the genera-
tors. This gives a new group Ĝ and an epimorphism Ĝ ! G which induces
an isomorphism H1(Ĝ;Z)! H1(G;Z). The resulting 2{complex has H2 = 0.
Hence there is a Stein manifold M with H1(M ;Z) any countable abelian group
and H2(M ;Z) = 0.

Here are two ways to construct additional examples.

Example 3.7 If M1 is di�eomorphic at in�nity to M2 and if M2 has few
essential 3{handles, then M1 has few essential 3{handles. If M1 and M2 have
few essential 3{handles, then M1\M2 has few essential 3{handles.

4 Some estimates of γ(M)

De�nition 4.1 An oriented 4{manifold has an intersection form on H2(M ;Z).
We say M is odd if there is an element whose intersection with itself is odd:
otherwise we say M is even. Spin implies even, but there are manifolds like the
Enriques surface which are not Spin but are even.

Theorem 4.2 Let M be the interior of an orientable, smooth, compact man-
ifold with boundary (which may be empty). Then

γ(M) � �2(M)−
n 0 M even

1 M odd .

Proof It su�ces to deal with each component of M separately so assume M
is connected. If @M = ; replace M by M −D4 where D4 denotes a smooth
standard disk. By Proposition 2.4, γ(M) = γ(M − D4) so hereafter assume
@M 6= ;. Since M is compact, there are compact duals to w2 . Let F be a �xed
dual to w2 , and then �x an e 2 E(M−F ). Note it su�ces to prove be−d1(F ) �
�2(M), M even, (or �2(M)−1, M odd) where d1(F ) = dimF2 H1(F ; F2). Let
M denote the compact manifold with boundary whose interior is M . One
can add 1{handles to F inside M − e(D4) to ensure F is connected without
changing d1(F ) so assume F is connected. Let U = M − F and let N be
the double of U . Since U is Spin, N is a closed, compact Spin manifold with
signature 0. The composition r: N � U � [0; 1] proj:−−−! U splits the inclusion,
so

H�(N ;Q) = H�(U ;Q)�H�(U; @U ;Q)
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since (U; @U)! (N;U) is an excision map. Hence be � ‘ where

2‘+ 2 =�(N) + 2�1(N) = 2 �
(
�(M)− �(F ) + �1(N)

�
=2 �

(
�(M) + d1(F ) + �1(N)− 2

�
so be − d1(F ) � �(M) + �1(N)− 3.

We now proceed to compute

H1(N ;Q) = H1(U ;Q)�H1(U; @U ;Q) = H1(U ;Q)�H3(U ;Q):

Denote the disk{sphere bundle pair for the normal bundle of F � M by(
D(F ); S(F )

�
. The next two sequences are exact:

H3(M )! H3(U)! H4(M;U) �= H4
(
D(F ); S(F )

� �= H0(F )

H2(F ) �= H2

(
D(F ); S(F )

� �= H2(M;U)! H1(U)! H1(M)(��)
Since H0(F ) = Q and H2(F ) = Q or 0, �1(U) � �1(M) + 1 and �3(U) �
�3(M) + 1. It follows that be− d1(F ) � �(M) + �1(M) +�3(M)− 1 = �2(M).

If the surface dual to w2 is not orientable, then, in (��) above, H2(F ) = 0, so
�1(U) � �1(M) and be−d1(F ) � �2(M)−1. If F is orientable, then H2(F ) =
H2(M;U) = Q. Since the form is odd, there is an element x 2 H2(M ) of odd
self-intersection. It follows that the image of x in H2(M;U) is non-zero, so
again �1(U) � �1(M) and be − d1(F ) � �2(M)− 1.

Theorem 4.3 If M is orientable with few essential 3{handles, then

γ(M) � �2(M)−
n 0 M even

1 M odd .

Proof If there are no compact duals to w2 the required inequality is clear, so
assume we have compact duals. Fix a compact dual F and an e 2 E(M − F )
and show be − d1(F ) � �2(M), M even (�2(M)− 1 M odd). If �2(M) =1,
the required inequality is immediate, so assume it is �nite. Use Proposition
3.2 to �nd a compact smooth manifold with boundary, say W 4 � M , with
F??e(D4) �

�
W and �2(W ) � �2(M). Then F is dual to w2(W ) so be −

d1(F ) � γ(W ) and Theorem 4.2 implies γ(W ) � �2(W ) and since �2(W ) �
�2(M), γ(W ) � �2(M). If the form on M is odd, then we can choose W so
large that the form on W is also odd and then γ(W ) � �2(M)− 1.

Example 4.4 If M is a smoothing of R4 with few essential 3{handles, then
γ(M) = 0. Hence, γ(M) = 0 if M supports a Stein structure or if M is
di�eomorphic to N3 � R. In particular, the standard smoothing of R4 has
γ = 0 and hence any smoothing of R4 which embeds in it also has γ = 0.
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Remark 4.5 In the next section, we show many smoothings of R4 have γ > 0.
It follows that these smoothings must have in�nitely many 3{handles in any
handlebody decomposition. Even more must be true. For any exhaustion of
such a smoothing of R4 , H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) must be non-zero for in�nitely many
i.

5 Examples of γ for smoothings of R4

First observe that for a smoothing of R4 , γ depends only on the behavior at
in�nity.

Theorem 5.1 Let E1 and E2 be smoothings of R4 and suppose E1 embeds
at 1 in E2 (ie there is an open subset of E2 which is di�eomorphic at 1 to
E1 ). Then γ(E1) � γ(E2).

Proof If E3 � E2 is the submanifold which is di�eomorphic at 1 to E1 , it
follows that E3 is homeomorphic to R4 . It su�ces to prove γ(E1) = γ(E3).

Let F : E1 − V1 ! E3 − V2 be a representative of the di�eomorphism at 1.
Let ei 2 E(E1) be a sequence so that ei(D4) form an exhaustion and further

assume V1 � e0(
�
D4). Let Wi � E3 be F

(
ei(D4) − V1

�
[ V2 . The Wi are an

exhaustion of E3 and Wi = êi(D4) for elements êi 2 E(E3). Check (R4
ei −

V1) [ V2 = R4
êi

. Next check bei = bêi : if R4
ei embeds in N , then R4

êi
embeds

in N 0 = (N − V1) [ V2 and N 0 is homeomorphic to N .

It is easy to estimate γ for an end-connected sum.

Lemma 5.2 For E1 and E2 any two smoothings of R4 ,

max
�
γ(E1); γ(E2)

}
� γ(E1\E2) � γ(E1) + γ(E2) :

Proof The lower bound follows since Ei � E1\E2 . To see the upper bound,
consider the ordinary connected sum, E1#E2 . One can embed a smooth
R1 meeting the S3 in the connected sum transversely in one point so that
E1\E2 and E1#E2 − R1 are di�eomorphic. By Proposition 2.4, γ(E1\E2) =
γ(E1#E2). Now, given any embedding e 2 E(E1#E2), there are embeddings
ei 2 E(Ei), each of which contains the disk used to form the connected sum and
so that e1(D4)#e2(D4) contains e(D4) in its interior. If each ei(D4) embeds
in Ni , e1(D4)#e2(D4) embeds in N1#N2 .
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Donaldson [5] began work on the 11=8{th’s conjecture (Problem 4.92 [15]),
one version of which says that any smooth Spin 4{manifold, N , with form
2sE8 ? tH must have t � 3s. Here E8 is the even, unimodular form of rank 8
and index −8 and H is the rank 2 hyperbolic form. While this conjecture is
still unsolved in general Donaldson [5] proved t > 0 and Furuta [9] has shown
that t > 2s. Recall that both these results require no condition on �1 , which
accounts for our lack of �1 conditions on the manifolds in Sp(E) from Section
1.

We say that a smoothing E of R4 is semi-de�nite provided there is a positive
integer k and a compact, closed, topological Spin 4{manifold M with form
2sE8 , s > 0, so that some smoothing of M − pt is di�eomorphic at 1 to
\k E . If the k and s are important we will say E is (k; s){semi-de�nite. If E1

embeds at 1 in E2 and if E1 is (k; s){semi-de�nite, then E2 is (k; s){semi-
de�nite. If E is (k; s){semi-de�nite, then all su�ciently large balls in E are
(k; s){semi-de�nite. We say E is (k; s){simple-semi-de�nite if the M can be
chosen to be simply-connected.

Theorem 5.3 If E is (k; s){semi-de�nite, then γ(E) > 2s=k and

lim
r!1

γ(\r E) =1:

Proof If γ(E) = 1 the result is clear, so assume γ(E) < 1. Select a
large topological ball in \k E so that the smoothing on its interior, E1 , is also
di�eomorphic at 1 to a smoothing of M − pt, say V . By selecting the ball
large enough, γ(\k E) = γ(E1). By de�nition, E1 embeds in a smooth, closed,
compact, Spin manifold, N4 , whose intersection form is γ(E1)H. Choose a
compact set K � V and a ball � � E1 so that V − K and E1 − � are
di�eomorphic and use the di�eomorphism to glue N −� and V together along
V −K . The resulting manifold is smooth and has form 2sE8 ? γ(E1)H. The
case γ(E1) = 0 is forbidden by Donaldson [5] and by Lemma 5.2, kγ(E) �
γ(E1) > 0.

By Furuta [9] it further follows that γ(\k E) > 2s. Since \‘k E is di�eomorphic
at 1 to a smoothing of M‘− pt where M‘ is the connected sum of ‘ copies of
M , Furuta’s result implies γ(\k‘ E) > 2s‘. Since γ(\r E) is a non-decreasing
function of r , the limit exists and is 1.

The next result follows from work of Taubes [18].

Theorem 5.4 If E is a simple-semi-de�nite smoothing of R4 then any su�-
ciently large ball in E is not di�eomorphic to any larger ball containing it in
its interior.
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Proof If not, then for any compact set K � E there exists a pair of balls
ei 2 E(E) with K � e1(

�
D4) � e1(D4) � e2(

�
D4) and with R4

e1 di�eomorphic
to R4

e2 . We may further require that R4
e1 is (k; s){semi-de�nite, where E is

(k; s){semi-de�nite. We can take the end-connected sum in such a way that
\kR4

e1 � \kR4
e2 Hence there is a smoothing of M −pt which is di�eomorphic at

1 to \k R4
e1 , where the form on M is 2sE8 . But this is forbidden by [18].

Corollary 5.5 If E is a simple-semi-de�nite smoothing of R4 with γ(E) <1
then there are uncountably many simple-semi-de�nite smoothings of R4 with
γ equal to γ(E).

Proof All su�ciently large balls inside of E are simple-semi-de�nite and have
γ equal to γ(E).

Example 5.6 There exists an e 2 E(S2 � S2) so that R4
e is a (3; 1){simple-

semi-de�nite smoothing of R4 with γ = 1. Hence 2r=3 < γ(\r R4
e) � r . For

each integer n � 1 there exists an rn such that γ(\rn R4
e) = n.

Proof Consider the standard D4 with a Hopf link in its boundary. Attach two
Casson handles with 0 framing to this Hopf link and call the interior a Casson
wedge. Let M4 denote the Kummer surface or any other simply-connected
smooth Spin manifold with form 2E8 ? 3H.

Casson’s results [2] allow us to construct a particular Casson wedge, C , so that
C??C??C � M . We can also �nd C � S2 � S2 . Freedman [7] constructs a
topological embedding of S2 _ S2 � C and shows that E = S2 � S2 − S2 _ S2

is homeomorphic to R4 .

By construction γ(E) � 1 and \3 E is di�eomorphic at 1 to a smoothing of
M 0− pt, where M 0 is the simply-connected topological manifold with intersec-
tion form E8 ? E8 constructed by Freedman. By Theorem 5.3, γ(E) > 0. Now
choose e 2 E(S2 � S2) so that e(D4) � E is so large that γ(R4

e) = γ(E) = 1
and R4

e is (3; 1){semi-de�nite.

Since the set
�
γ(\rR4

e)
}

is unbounded and since 0 � γ(\r+1R4
e)−γ(\rR4

e)) � 1
by Lemma 5.2, every integer n � 1 is assumed by some γ(\r R4

e).

Remark 5.7 If E is any (3; 1){semi-de�nite smoothing of R4 with γ(E) = 1,
it follows as above that for n � 1 there is an rn such that n = γ(\rn E).
Moreover, rn = n for 1 � n � 3. If the 11=8-th’s Conjecture holds, then
rn = n for all n � 1.

Let U denote the interior of the universal half-space constructed in [8] or any
other smoothing of R4 into which all others embed. Then clearly we have:
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Corollary 5.8 γ(U) =1.

The above results give some information for compact manifolds.

Example 5.9 If M is the connected sum of s copies of S2�S2 , then 2s=3 <
γ(M) � s and γ(M) = s if s � 3 (Example 5.6).

Example 5.10 The case M = CP 2 is more interesting. It is clear γ(CP 2) =
0: the upper bound comes from Theorem 4.2 while the lower bound comes from
a smooth disk missing the CP 1 dual to w2 . More interestingly, let Ms be the
connected sum of 2s copies of Freedman’s E8 manifold [7]. Then there is a
homeomorphism h: CP 2#Ms ! CP 2#16sCP 2 . Apply h to the S2 = CP 1 �
CP 2 to see a locally flat topological embedding �: S2 ! CP 2#16sCP 2 whose
complement is Ms . A neighborhood of �(S2) is homeomorphic to CP 2 − pt.
With a bit more care, we can choose � and a topological embedding �0: S2 !
CP 2 so that � and �0 have di�eomorphic neighborhoods. Hence Es = CP 2 −
�0(S2) is homeomorphic to R4 and di�eomorphic at 1 to a smoothing of
Ms − pt. See Kirby [14, page 95] for more details. By construction, Es is
(1; s){simple-semi-de�nite, so Theorem 5.3 shows γ(Es) � 2s. Hence there are
e 2 E(CP 2) with be arbitrarily large. The above calculation of γ shows that a
dual to w2 in the complement of the image of e must have large H1 .

As pointed out by the referee, more mileage is available from this example.
With a bit of care, it can be arranged so that Es � Es+1 � CP 2 . If we let
E1 � CP 2 denote the union, then γ(E1) =1 and again with care, E1 can be
extended to have a smooth patch of boundary R3 . Fix an orientation reversing
homeomorphism between R4 and some simple-semi-de�nite smoothing of R4

and let E(�) denote the smoothing inherited by the ball of radius �. Following
Ding’s use of Taubes’s periodic ends theorem, [4], note that for su�ciently
large �, E1\E(�1) is di�eomorphic to E1\E(�2) if and only if �1 = �2 . Since
γ(E1\E) = 1, there are uncountably many distinct smoothings of R4 with
γ = 1. Together with 5.5 and 5.6 this shows that for each 0 � n � 1 there
are uncountably many distinct smoothings of R4 with γ = n.

6 Smoothings of other 4{manifolds

In this section we will start with a non-compact smooth manifold M , construct
a family of smoothings M(�) and prove that γ

(
M(�)

�
takes on countably

many distinct values. We will start with a smoothing of M satisfying some
hypotheses which will be clari�ed later. Then we form M\U , where U is
a smooth R4 into which all others embed. Without much trouble, we see
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γ(M\U) = 1. For positive real numbers � we construct a family of open
submanifolds, M(�) � M\U = M(1) which exhaust M(1). Again without
much trouble, we show that γ

(
M(�1)

�
� γ

(
M(�2)

�
for �1 < �2 and that

γ
(
M(1)

�
= max

�

�
γ
(
M(�)

� }
. Finally (the hardest part) we show γ

(
M(�)

�
<

1 for � < 1. At this point, it is easy to show that there is a countable
collection of �1 < � � � < �i < � � � < 1 so that γ

(
M(�1

�
< � � � < γ

(
M(�i)

�
<

� � � <1 so we have our countable collection of distinct smoothings.

To show γ
(
M(�)

�
<1 will require constructing a 4{manifold with few essen-

tial 3{handles. To be able to do this, we need some structure to start with on
M . We actually need our structure on M\U and this manifold never has few
essential 3{handles so we need some structure close to few essential 3{handles
but weaker. Roughly, we require an exhaustion of M by topological manifolds
Wi with H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0 so that the embedding @Wi ! M is smooth
except for a �nite number of 3{disks. The precise condition follows next.

We say that an exhaustion of M by topological manifolds Wi is almost-smooth
provided there exists a space � = ??Tk=0D

3 and a proper embedding � : � �
[−1;1) ! M which is smooth near (@�) � [−1;1) and a function �: M !
[−4;1) satisfying the following. Let Y = M − �

( �
� � (−1;1)

�
− �(� � −1)

and note Y is a smooth manifold with boundary (@�)�(−1;1). We require

(1) Wi = �−1
(
[−4; i]

�
,

(2) � � � : �� [−1;1)! [−4;1) is projection followed by inclusion,

(3) � restricted to Y is smooth and the integers in (−1;1) are regular values.

Note that
�
Y = M − �

(
� � [−1;1)

�
is homeomorphic to M . Indeed M(�)

will be M − �
(
� � [�;1)

�
for some almost-smooth exhaustion. The replace-

ment for \few essential 3{handles" will be an almost-smooth exhaustion with
H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0.

Our �rst requirement on our structure follows.

Remark 6.1 If M has an almost-smooth exhaustion with H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) =
0, then so does M\E for any E homeomorphic to R4 . Just add one more 3{
disk to � and construct � and � so that the end-connect sum takes place inside
the added cylinder.

Before introducing the main theorem, we discuss some examples.
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Example 6.2 If (N; @N) is a topological manifold, then
�
N has a smoothing

with an almost-smooth exhaustion with H�(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0 for all �. Indeed,

one can smooth
�
N so that there is a topological collar which is smooth o� a

cylinder D3�[−1;1). Here are the details. Smooth N−pt and choose a smooth
collar c: @N � [−2;1] ! N so that c(@N �1) = @N . Let �: N ! [−4;1]
be chosen to be smooth on �−1

(
(−3;1]

�
and projection on the collar. Pick a

smooth �: � = D3 � @N and let � : ��[−1;1) ��id−−−! @N�[−1;1) c−!
�
N . Note

that �−1
(
[−4;−2]) is a compact submanifold of

�
N with a smooth boundary

in the smooth structure on
�
N − pt; note further that pt is in its interior. Let

X = �−1
(
[−4;−2]) [ c

(
�(D3) � [−2;1)

�
and note

�
N −

�
X �

�
N − pt is a

smooth submanifold. Let M be the smoothing on
�
N given by smoothing X

rel boundary and extending over
�
N −

�
X . As things now stand, � may not be

smooth on the space Y in the de�nition, but it can clearly be altered to be
smooth while leaving it �xed on �−1

�
−1;1)

�
. Clearly (2) and (3) are satis�ed

and Wi+1 −Wi = @N � [i; i + 1] so H�(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0.

Here is a way to produce new examples.

Example 6.3 By Kirby and Siebenmann [16] the stable isotopy classes
of smoothings of M are in one-to-one correspondence with elements � 2
H3(M ; F2). To construct such a smoothing, select a proper embedding R1 !
M which is dual to �. Extend to an embedding �̂: D3 � R1 ! M . Freed-
man [6] has constructed a smooth proper homotopy D3�R1 , (D3�R1)� , and
[7] a homeomorphism h: (D3 � R1)� ! D3 � R1 which is the identity on the
boundary and represents the non-zero element in H3(D3�R1; F2). Remove the
image of �̂ and replace it by (D3 � R1)� to get M�̂ and let h�: M�̂ !M be
the evident homeomorphism. Now let M have an almost-smooth exhaustion, �
and �. The two ends of R1 and �̂ determine two ends of M (which may be the
same). We can further guarantee that the image of �̂ misses the image of � . Let
�0 be � with two more 3{disks added. One can choose � 0: �0� [−1;1)!M�̂

and �0 so that � 0 and �0 give an almost-smooth exhaustion for of M�̂ with the
same topological manifolds Wi .

Theorem 6.4 Let M be a non-compact, orientable 4{manifold with an
almost-smooth exhaustion with H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0.
If M satis�es dimF2 H2(M ; F2)+�2(M) <1, then there are at least countably
many distinct smoothings of M in each stable isotopy class.
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Proof By 6.3 there is a smoothing of M in a given stable isotopy class which
possesses an almost-smooth exhaustion still satisfying H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0.
Use M to denote this smoothing. If U is any R4 into which all others smoothly
embed, form M\U . This is a smoothing of M in the same stable isotopy class
and has an almost-smooth exhaustion H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0 by 6.1. Fix � and
� to give an almost-smooth exhaustion of M\U with H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0.
For each �, 0 � � <1, let

M(�) = M\U − �
(
�� [�;1)

�
and observe each M(�) is homeomorphic to M and since M(�) is an open
subset of M\U it is a smooth manifold. Let M(1) = M\U . Note that if
�1 < �2 , M(�1) �M(�2).
Since dimF2 H2(M ; F2) < 1, all the M(�) have compact duals to w2 and
if F � M(�1) is a compact dual to w2 , then it is a compact dual to w2 in
M(�2) whenever �1 < �2 . Hence γ

(
M(�)

�
is a non-decreasing function of �.

Fix a compact dual to w2 in M(0), say F0 . Given any integer S , there exist
balls e 2 E(U) with be > S and there exists a T such that the image of e
lies in M(�) for all � > T . For � > T , γ

(
M(�)

�
> S − dimF2 H1(F0; F2) so

lim�!1 γ
(
M(�)

�
=1.

It remains to prove γ
(
M(�)

�
<1 if � <1. To do this, we construct a manifold

X(�) so that X(�) has few essential 3{handles. We show that γ
(
M(�)

�
�

γ
(
X(�)

�
and that �2

(
X(�)

�
<1. Theorem 4.3 implies that γ

(
X(�)

�
<1.

To construct X(�) �rst note that we can deform � to a function �X : M\U !
[−4;1) which is smooth everywhere, equal to � on Y and has the non-negative
integers as regular values.
Let k� denote the �rst integer so that �−1

(
[−4; �]

�
� �−1

X

(
[−4; k�]

�
. Let

Z(�) = �(� � [−1;1) \ �−1
X

(
[k�;1)

�
.

First form M\U −Z(�) and see that this is a smooth manifold with boundary
�−1
X (k�) union �

(
@��[k�;1)

�
. Let X(�) =

(
M\U−Z(�)

�
[�−1

X (k�)�[k�;1).
Next check that M(�) � X(�) and that any dual to w2 in M(�) will be a dual
to w2 in X(�). This follows because topologically X(�) can be obtained from
M(�) by adding a Spin manifold along an embedded R3 . It now follows that
γ
(
M(�)

�
� γ

(
X(�)

�
.

Next check that X(�) has few essential 3{handles.
For all i � k� , �−1

X

(
[−4; i]

�
= W 0i is a smooth submanifold and W 0i+1 −W 0i is

built topologically from Wi+1 −Wi by removing a copy of � � [i; i + 1] and
replacing it with a copy of �−1

X (k�) � [i; i + 1]. Since H3(Wi+1;Wi;Z) = 0,
H3(W 0i+1;W

0
i ;Z) = 0.

Finally, use the Mayer{Vietoris sequence to see �2

(
X(�)

�
is �nite.
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Remark 6.5 Some sort of �niteness is needed to make the proof of Theorem
6.4 work. If M is the connected sum of in�nitely many copies of S2 � S2 , all
the M(s) constructed above are di�eomorphic. To see this note that there is

a smooth proper h{cobordism, H , between R4 and
�
U(s). Embed a ray cross

[0; 1] properly into H and remove a tubular neighborhood. Do the same with
M � [0; 1] and glue the two manifolds together along the boundary R3 � [0; 1].
The result is a smooth proper h{cobordism between M and M(s). This proper
h{cobordism is trivial by the usual argument involving summing a proper h{
cobordism with su�ciently many S2 � S2 � [0; 1]. Note that we are not saying
that M has only one smoothing but any di�erent smoothing will have to have
only �nitely many smooth S2 _ S2 ’s.

F Ding and �Z Bi�zaca and J Etnyre have obtained results on existence of smooth-
ings which overlap the above results. If M is the interior of a topological man-
ifold with a compact boundary component such that this component smoothly
embeds in k copies of CP 2 , then F. Ding [4] shows that there exists an S > 0
so that all the M(s) are distinct for s � S . Bi�zaca and Etnyre [1] show there
are at least countably many distinct smoothings of M among the M(s) if M is
a topological manifold with a compact boundary component. The Bi�zaca and
Etnyre proof is clearly a precursor of the proof above.

An example not covered by either Ding or Bi�zaca and Etnyre can be constructed
as follows. Use Example 3.6 to construct an M with few F2 {essential 3{handles
such that H1(M ;Z) = Q and H2(M ;Z) = 0. Then M has at least countably
many distinct smoothings, possibly the �rst such example with one end which
is not topologically collared.

7 In�nite Covers

In the theorems below, we will use the hypothesis that M is an in�nite cover
to bound lim

r!1
γ(\r Re) for e 2 E(M). All the examples for which we know this

limit satisfy lim
r!1

γ(\r Re) = 0 or 1.

Theorem 7.1 Let M be a non-compact smooth Spin 4{manifold with an
action by Z which is smooth and properly discontinuous. Then, for any e 2
E(M) and any integer 0 � r < 1, γ(\r R4

e) � γ(M). If γ(M) < 1 then for
some e 2 E(M), lim

r!1
γ(\r R4

e) = γ(M).
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Proof Properly discontinuous implies that the orbit space N is a smooth
manifold and that the map M ! N is a covering projection. Given any e 2
E(M), we can �nd some element g 2 Z such that all the translates of e(D4) by
the powers of g are disjoint, so all the gi �e 2 E(M). For any integer r > 0, use

Proposition 2.2 to �nd e0 2 E(M) such that
�
D4
e0 = \r

�
D4
e . The result follows.

Remark 7.2 Let M be a smooth manifold homeomorphic to R4 . If M is a
non-trivial cover of some other 4{manifold then M has a properly-discontin-
uous Z action. Gompf [15, Problem 4.79A] asks for such smoothings and re-
marks that most smoothings of R4 are not universal covers of compact manifolds
because there are only countably many smooth compact manifolds but there
are uncountably many smoothings of R4 . Example 5.6 gives the �rst concrete
examples of smoothings of R4 which can not be universal covers.

Theorem 7.3 Let N be a compact smooth Spin 4{manifold with an in�nite,
residually-�nite fundamental group. Let M denote the universal cover and let
C denote the set of �nite sheeted covers. Then

γ(\r R4
e) � γ(M) = max

P2C
fγ(P )g

for all e 2 E(M).

Proof Since there are elements of in�nite order in �1(M), Theorem 7.1 implies
γ(\rR4

e) � γ(M). Let e 2 E(M). It follows from the residual �niteness of �1(N)
that there is a �nite cover P so that the composite D4 e−! M ! P represents
an element in E(P ). Hence γ(M) � maxP2Cfγ(P )g. Given any e 2 E(P ), e
lifts to an in�nite number of disjoint copies in M , so maxP2Cfγ(P )g � γ(M).

Example 7.4 If N is a smoothing of S3 � S1 then γ(M) = 0. If N is a
smoothing of the four torus then γ(M) � 3. To see these results just observe
that all the �nite covers, P , of N are homeomorphic to N . These P are
compact, Spin and have signature 0. Hence γ(P ) = 0 if N = S3 � S1 and
γ(P ) � 3 for N the four torus. Now apply Theorem 7.3.
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